THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Case No. IT-97-24-PT
THE PROSECUTOR OF THE TRIBUNAL
AGAINST
MILOMIR STAKIC

FOURTH AMENDED INDICTMENT
The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, pursuant to her authority under Article 18 of the Statute of
the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia ("the Statute of the Tribunal"), charges:
Milomir STAKIC
with GENOCIDE, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, and VIOLATIONS OF THE LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF WAR, as set forth
below.
BACKGROUND FACTS
1. Prijedor Municipality is located in northwestern Bosnia and Herzegovina. According to the 1991 census, it had a total population of
approximately 112,543: 49,351 (43.9%) identified themselves as Muslims; 47,581 (42.3%) identified themselves as Serbs; 6,316 (5.6%)
identified themselves as Croats; 6,459 (5.7%) identified themselves as Yugoslavs; and 2,836 (2.5%) were identified as other nationalities.
2. In November 1990, democratic elections were held throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina, including Prijedor Municipality. There were
three main parties, each of which was identified with one of the three principal population groups. The Party for Democratic Action (SDA)
was identified, in the main, as the Bosnian Muslim national party. The Serbian Democratic Party (SDS) was identified as the principal
Serbian national party. The Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) was identified as the Croatian national party. The SDA won the largest
number of seats in the Republic Assembly followed, in decreasing order, by the SDS, the HDZ, and then the remaining parties. In Prijedor
Municipality, of the 90 seats in the Municipal Assembly, the SDA won 30 seats, the SDS 28 seats, and the HDZ 2 seats, with 30 seats split
among other parties.
3. By the time of the 1990 elections, it appeared possible that Slovenia and Croatia might declare their independence from the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). Over the course of 1991, it came to appear possible that Bosnia and Herzegovina would also
declare independence against the wishes of the SDS. The 1990 election results meant that the SDS would be unable through democratic
means to prevent the secession of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the SFRY. SDS leaders, however, declared that the Serbs of Bosnia and
Herzegovina could not be compelled to leave Yugoslavia. Certain areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina with a relative majority of Serbian
population began to organise themselves into new regional structures on the basis of existing constitutional provisions for regional
"associations of municipalities". Among these was the Association of Bosnian Krajina Municipalities, centred in Banja Luka, which was
established on 25 April 1991.
4. Following the declarations of independence of Slovenia and Croatia on 25 June 1991, it appeared increasingly likely that Bosnia and
Herzegovina would also declare its independence. In the summer and autumn of 1991, the Serbian-dominated "associations of
municipalities" were transformed into four Serbian autonomous districts and one Serbian autonomous region. On 16 September 1991, the
Association of Bosnian Krajina Municipalities was transformed into the Autonomous Region of Krajina ("ARK"). Prijedor Municipality did
not join the ARK at this time. A separate Assembly of the Serbian People in Bosnia and Herzegovina was established on 24 October 1991,
dominated by the SDS.
5. On 19 December 1991, the SDS Main Board issued an "Instruction for the Organisation and Activity of the Organs of the Serbian People
in Bosnia and Herzegovina in Extraordinary Circumstances" (hereinafter "Instructions") which provided a blueprint for SDS take-overs in
municipalities such as Prijedor. One element of this blueprint was the establishment of SDS "crisis staffs" for each municipality. The "crisis
staff" was assigned the exclusive authority for organising and supervising the setting up of parallel state organs in the municipality
(executive committee, administrative organs, magistrate’s court, public security station (police)). The structure of a Prijedor Municipality
Crisis Staff was set out at the meeting of the SDS Municipal Board on 27 December 1991. Another element of the 19 December 1991
Instructions blueprint was to "convene and proclaim an assembly of the Serbian people in the municipality, composed of Serbian
assemblymen in the municipal assembly and chairmen of local SDS boards."
6. On 9 January 1992, the Assembly of the Serbian People in Bosnia and Herzegovina adopted a Declaration on the Proclamation of the
Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina (hereinafter "Bosnian Serb Assembly"). The territory of that republic was declared to include
"the territories of the Serbian Autonomous Regions and Districts and of other Serbian ethnic entities in Bosnia and Herzegovina, including
the regions in which the Serbian people remained in the minority due to the genocide conducted against it in World War Two … ", and it
was declared to be a part of the federal Yugoslav state. (On 12 August 1992, the name of this Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina

was changed to Republika Srpska).
7. In Prijedor Municipality (as with other municipalities in which Serbs did not represent a relative majority of the population), a separate
parallel Assembly of the Serbian People of Prijedor Municipality was established, pursuant to the Instructions. The first session of this
Assembly was scheduled for 7 January 1992. On 17 January 1992,the Assembly of the Serbian People of Prijedor Municipality declared that
it joined the Serbian territories in Prijedor Municipality with the ARK.
8. The creation of the republic and the securing of its borders ultimately involved the permanent removal of nearly all of the Bosnian
Muslim and Bosnian Croat population in Prijedor Municipality. Towards that end, the SDS leaders in Prijedor Municipality and elsewhere
promoted and disseminated propaganda that portrayed the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats as fanatics intending to commit genocide
on the Serbian people in order to gain control of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
9. The SDS crisis staffs were modelled on similar entities which had existed as part of the defence system of the SFRY and which were
designed to take over the functions of municipal and other assemblies in time of war or emergency if they were unable to function. SDS
crisis staffs were created at both the regional and municipal levels as the bodies that would be responsible for the co-ordination and
execution of most of the operational phase of the plan to remove non-Serbs, principally Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats, and assume
authority over the regions and municipalities.
10. On 4 April 1992, Radovan KARADZIC, as President of the National Security Council of the Assembly of the Serbian People in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, ordered the activation of Crisis Staffs in certain circumstances. On 26 April 1992, the Government of the Serbian
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina issued an Excerpt from the Instructions for the Work of Crisis Staffs of the Serbian People in
Municipalities. According to these Instructions, the Crisis Staffs were to take over all prerogatives and functions of municipal assemblies,
whenever they were not able to convene. On 27 April 1992, at the session of the National Security Council and the Government of the
Serbian Republic a conclusion was adopted that a more detailed instruction should be drafted for Crisis Staffs which would include methods
of political work in the field and the organisation of the functioning of the authorities.
11. During the early morning hours of 30 April 1992, police and army forces seized physical control of the town of Prijedor. The take-over
initiated a series of events organised and directed first by the Crisis Staff, and later by the Serbian Municipal Assembly. By the end of 1992,
these events would result in the death or forced departure of most of the non-Serbian population of Prijedor Municipality.
12. Following the forcible take-over of Prijedor, the Crisis Staff imposed severe restrictions on all aspects of life for non-Serbs, principally
Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats, including movement and employment. The effect of those restrictions was the containment of nonSerbs in villages and areas in the municipality where they lived. Beginning in late May 1992, those areas were then subjected to violent,
large-scale attacks by the army of the Serbian Republic (VRS), paramilitary, territorial defence (hereinafter "TO"), police units and civilians
armed by these forces (hereinafter "Bosnian Serb forces"). Many of the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats who survived the initial
artillery and infantry attacks were arrested by the Bosnian Serb forces and transferred to detention facilities established and operated under
the direction of the Crisis Staff.
13. On 18 May 1992, the ARK Crisis Staff declared that crisis staffs were the highest organs of authority in the municipalities. On 26 May
1992, the ARK Crisis Staff declared itself the highest organ of authority in the ARK and stated that its decisions were binding for all crisis
staffs in the municipalities.
14. The Prijedor Municipal Assembly, at its session of 20 May 1992, adopted a Decision on the Organisation and Work of the Prijedor
Municipal Crisis Staff (hereinafter "Prijedor Crisis Staff"). The decision stated that the Crisis Staff was established for the purpose of coordinating the functions of the authorities, defence of the territory of the municipality, ensuring the safety of the population and property,
establishing government and organising all other aspects of life and work. The decision gave the Prijedor Crisis Staff the authority to decide
on matters falling within the province of the Assembly jurisdiction should the Municipal Assembly be unable to sit in session. Appointments
to the Prijedor Crisis Staff were formally announced on the same day, which designated Milomir STAKIC as President of the Crisis Staff.
15. The Prijedor Crisis Staff had as its official members the President and Vice-President of the Municipal Assembly; the President of the
Municipality Executive Committee; the Commander of the TO Staff; Commander of the Municipal Civil Defence Staff’; Chief of the Public
Security Station; Secretary of the Municipal Secretariat for People’s Defence; Secretary of the Municipal Secretariat for the Economy and
Social Affairs; Secretary of the Municipal Secretariat for Town Planning, Housing, Utilities, and Legal Property Affairs; the Health and
Social Security Officer of the Municipal Secretariat for the Economy and Social Affairs. Members of the VRS also attended the Prijedor
Crisis Staff meetings. The President signed decisions and orders.
16. Milomir STAKIC, as President of the Prijedor Crisis Staff and head of the Prijedor Municipal Council for National Defence instigated
the military attacks which began in May 1992 on locations in Prijedor Municipality inhabited principally by Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian
Croats. The Prijedor Crisis Staff co-operated with and thereby aided and abetted the VRS and police, by monitoring and co-ordinating
logistical support for the measures and actions taken by the military and the police.
17. The Prijedor Crisis Staff exercised authority over the TO and police force in Prijedor Municipality. With this authority and the powers
set out in paragraph 14 above, the Prijedor Crisis Staff, over which Milomir STAKIC presided, carried out the following actions in Prijedor
Municipality:
(a) Established and provided tasks for local crisis staffs within Prijedor Municipality in order to, inter alia, maintain
effective defence and secure all prerequisites essential for successful armed combat, control the security of the territory, coordinate the actions of the military and police, and report to the Prijedor municipal Crisis Staff and keep it informed.

(b) Took control over media in Prijedor and advanced a discriminatory campaign against non-Serbs;
(c) Ordered mobilisation of conscripts;
(d) Ordered termination of the public-sector and private-sector employment of the detainees;
(e) Co-ordinated logistical support to the army and police for their activities;
(f) Ordered essential supplies for the army and police;
(g) Issued orders to the TO, military police and Public Security Station in Prijedor;
(h) Established and operated detention facilities;
(i) Arrested and detained non-Serbs, principally Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats;
(j) Investigated, arrested and prosecuted persons;
(k) Prohibited the release of detainees;
(l) Deported and forcibly transferred non-Serbs, principally Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats, out of Prijedor
Municipality;
(m) Prohibited the return of detainees to Prijedor.
18. On or about 30 May 1992, following an attempt by a small resistance group, comprised primarily of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian
Croats, to re-take Prijedor town from Bosnian Serbs, the Bosnian Serb authorities then accelerated their on-going campaign to permanently
remove the majority of the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats from Prijedor. In the hours immediately following the attack, thousands of
non-Serbs, including men, women and children, were rounded up from their homes and transported on buses to detention facilities around
Prijedor Municipality, including Omarska, Keraterm and Trnopolje camps. A number of non-Serbs were killed in Prijedor in the immediate
aftermath of the attack. Subsequently, many houses of non-Serbs along the Sana River, over which the resistance group had crossed to enter
Prijedor, were damaged or destroyed. A section of Prijedor town known as "Stari Grad" or "Old City", which was populated almost
exclusively by Bosnian Muslims, was largely destroyed.
19. In the detention facilities, many prisoners were killed, tortured, and subjected to other inhumane treatment by Bosnian Serb forces or
persons under their control, especially targeting prominent individuals, such as intellectual, professional, business, political and religious
leaders. At a minimum, during the period from late May 1992 to early August 1992, hundreds of detainees died. After the existence of the
detention camps became known to the international community, the Bosnian Serb authorities closed the Omarska and Keraterm camps in
August 1992, and transferred survivors to remaining facilities in Prijedor Municipality and to Manjaca camp in the Banja Luka
Municipality. From those facilities, almost all of the survivors were eventually forcibly transferred or deported from the area.
20. On 31 May and 10 June 1992, on the order of Radovan KARADZIC, in his capacity as President of the Presidency of the Serbian
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Crisis Staffs were re-designated as War Presidencies and then War Commissions in the
municipalities. The War Presidencies/War Commissions essentially maintained the same structure and authority as the Crisis Staffs, and
were still commonly referred to by the public as Crisis Staffs.
THE ACCUSED
21. Milomir STAKIC was born on 19 January 1962, in Maricka, Prijedor Municipality, Bosnia and Herzegovina. He is a medical doctor by
profession. As a prominent member of the SDS in Prijedor, Milomir STAKIC was elected Vice-President of the Prijedor Municipal
Assembly on 4 January 1991.
22. On 11 September 1991, Milomir STAKIC was elected Vice-President of the SDS Municipal Board in Prijedor. Milomir STAKIC was
also President of a shadow, parallel Assembly of the Serbian People of Prijedor Municipality from as early as 17 January 1992. On 30 April
1992, after the SDS seized power in Prijedor, Milomir STAKIC became President of the Prijedor Municipal Assembly and head of the
Prijedor Municipal Council for National Defence. On or about 30 April 1992, Milomir STAKIC became President of an SDS Crisis Staff
of Prijedor Municipality, which was also became known as the War Presidency. On 20 May 1992, Milomir STAKIC was officially
appointed President of the Prijedor Municipal Crisis Staff.
INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY
23. The accused Milomir STAKIC was involving in the planning and establishment of the parallel Serbian government, Crisis Staff and
police force in Prijedor, in preparation for the takeover of power by force. Milomir STAKIC, in his roles set out in paragraph 22 above
instigated or otherwise aided and abetted the commission of the crimes committed in the Prijedor Municipality. Milomir STAKIC
organised and supported the municipal government structures that led a campaign of persecution directed against the non-Serb population.

This campaign included imposing conditions of life that would force the non-Serb population to leave the area, deportations and forced
expulsions.
24. Milomir STAKIC participated in the functioning of the Crisis Staff and actively carried out his duties as President. He presided over
Crisis Staff meetings and signed the majority of orders/decisions issued by the Crisis Staff. These orders/decisions included an order to
establish the Omarska and Keraterm detention camps; the principal purpose of which was the persecution of the non-Serb population, to
terminate the employment of all those detained at the Omarska and Keraterm camps, and to prohibit the individual release of detainees.
Local police and TO forces implemented these decision and orders of the Crisis Staff and reported their actions to the Crisis Staff.
25. Milomir STAKIC made statements in the media which aided and abetted the joint criminal enterprise as set out below and instigated
the commission of crimes by members of the Prijedor police and the TO. As a member of the Prijedor Crisis Staff, Milomir STAKIC cooperated fully with the VRS, the Civil Defence and the Public Security Station through their senior officers or organs of those institutions.
Although the Crisis Staff was not within the army's chain of command, it synchronised and co-ordinated the measures and actions essential
for the waging of armed combat and provided logistical support. The attacks on towns, round-ups, forced removals to camps, and
deportations/forced transfers were instigated, directed, supported, assisted, or otherwise aided and abetted by the Prijedor Crisis Staff and
occurred with the knowledge of the Crisis Staff. Milomir STAKIC played a major role in the events which took place in Prijedor
Municipality in the knowledge that the killings and the persecutory conduct as described below would be the outcome of the decisions taken
by the Prijedor Crisis Staff.
26. Milomir STAKIC participated in the joint criminal enterprise, in his roles as set out in paragraph 22 above. The purpose of the joint
criminal enterprise was the permanent forcible removal of Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat inhabitants from the territory of the planned
Serbian state, including a campaign of persecutions through the commission of the crimes alleged in Counts 1 to 8 of the Indictment. The
accused Milomir STAKIC, and the other members of the joint criminal enterprise, each shared the state of mind required for the
commission of each of these offences, more particularly, each, was aware that his or her conduct occurred in the context of an armed
conflict and was part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.
27. This joint criminal enterprise came into existence no later than the establishment of the Assembly of the Serbian people in Bosnia and
Herzegovina on 24 October 1991 and continued throughout the period of the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina until the signing of the
Dayton Accords in 1995. The campaign included or escalated to include conduct committed with intent to destroy in part the Bosnian
Muslims and Bosnian Croats in Prijedor, as such. Numerous individuals participated in this joint criminal enterprise, including Milomir
STAKIC, Milan KOVACEVIC, Simo DRLJACA, other members of the Prijedor Crisis Staff, members of the Assembly of the Serbian
People in Prijedor Municipality and Assembly’s Executive Committee, Radoslav BRDANIN, General Momir TALIC and Stojan
ZUPLJANIN, other members of the ARK Crisis Staff, the leadership of the Serbian republic and the SDS, including Radovan KARADZIC,
Momcilo KRAJISNIK and Biljana PLAVSIC, members of the Assembly of the ARK and the Assembly’s Executive Committee, the Serb
Crisis staffs of the ARK municipalities, members of the VRS, Serb and Bosnian Serb paramilitary forces and others.
28. Alternatively, the accused is individually responsible for the crimes enumerated in Counts 1 to 8 on the basis that these crimes were
natural and foreseeable consequences of the execution of the common purpose of the joint criminal enterprise and Milomir STAKIC was
aware that these crimes were the possible consequence of the execution of the joint criminal enterprise.
29. Despite his awareness of the possible consequences, Milomir STAKIC knowingly and wilfully participated in the joint criminal
enterprise. On this basis, he bears individual criminal responsibility for these crimes under Article 7(1) in addition to his responsibility under
the same article for having planned, instigated, ordered or otherwise aided and abetted in the planning, preparation, or execution of these
crimes.
30. Milomir STAKIC, while holding positions of superior authority is also individually criminally responsible for the acts or omissions of
his subordinates, pursuant to Article 7(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal. Milomir STAKIC, by virtue of his role as President of the Prijedor
Crisis Staff and Head of the National Defence Council in Prijedor Municipality, had control and authority over the TO and police forces that
participated in the crimes alleged in this indictment.
31. Milomir STAKIC knew or had reason to know that all crimes alleged in this indictment were about to be committed or had been
committed by his subordinates and he failed to take necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such acts or punish the perpetrators
thereof. The accused is therefore individually criminally responsible under Article 7(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
32. All acts or omissions charged as Genocide or Complicity in Genocide, were committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part,
Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such.
33. All acts and omissions charged as Crimes against Humanity were part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against the nonSerb, principally Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat, civilian population of Prijedor Municipality.
34. At all times relevant to this Indictment, a state of armed conflict existed in Prijedor Municipality.
35. Milomir STAKIC was required to abide by the laws and customs governing the conduct of armed conflicts, including the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 and the additional protocols thereto.
36. "Non-combatants" as used in this indictment means persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of the armed

forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any cause.
37. Milomir STAKIC is individually responsible for the crimes alleged against him in this indictment, pursuant to Article 7(1) of the
Tribunal Statute. Individual criminal responsibility includes planning, instigating, ordering, committing or otherwise aiding and abetting in
the planning, preparation or execution of any crimes referred to in Articles 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Tribunal Statute. By using the word
"committed" in this indictment, the Prosecution does not intend to suggest that the accused physically perpetrated any of the crimes charged
personally.
38. Milomir STAKIC whilst holding the positions of superior authority as set out in the foregoing paragraphs, is also criminally responsible
for the acts of his subordinates, pursuant to Article 7(3) of the Tribunal Statute. A superior is responsible for the acts of his subordinate(s) if
he knew or had reason to know that his subordinate(s) were about to commit such acts or had done so and the superior failed to take the
necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such acts or to punish the perpetrators thereof.
CHARGES
COUNTS 1-5
(Genocide, Complicity in Genocide; Murder, Extermination)
39. The Prosecutor re-alleges and reincorporates by reference paragraphs 23-38 supra in Counts 1 to 5.
40. Between about 30 April 1992 and 30 September 1992, Milomir STAKIC acting individually or in concert with others in the Bosnian
Serb leadership, planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted the planning, preparation, or execution of a
campaign designed to destroy Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats, in whole or in part, as national, ethnical, racial, or religious groups, as
such, in Prijedor Municipality.
41. Following the take-over of the municipality, the execution of the above campaign included:
(1) The killing of Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat non-combatants by Bosnian Serb forces (including units of the 5th
Corps/1st Krajina Corps) in villages and non-Serb areas; in camps and other detention facilities; and during the deportation
or forcible transfer of the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats.
(2) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat non-combatants during their confinement
in camps, other detention facilities, and during their interrogations at police stations and military barracks when detainees
were continuously subjected to or forced to witness inhumane acts including murder, rape, sexual assault, torture and
beatings.
(3) Detaining Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat non-combatants under conditions calculated to bring about the physical
destruction of a part of those groups; namely through beatings or other physical maltreatment as described above,
inadequate food, polluted water, insufficient or non-existent medical care, and unhygienic and cramped conditions.
42. Between about 30 April 1992 and 30 September 1992, Milomir STAKIC acting individually or in concert with others planned,
instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted in the planning, preparation, or execution of a campaign designed to
exterminate members of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat population in Prijedor Municipality.
43. As part of the above campaign, a significant number of the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats were killed by Bosnian Serb forces in
villages and non-Serb areas, in camps and other detention facilities and during the deportations or forcible transfers.
Killings
44. The killings by Bosnian Serb forces of Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat non-combatants included:
(1) The killing of a number of people in Kozarac and the surrounding areas between May and June 1992
(2) The killing of a number of people in Mehmed Sahoric’s house in Kamicani on or about 26 May 1992.
(3) The killing of a number of people in Hambarine and surrounding areas between May and July 1992.
(4) The killing of a number of men in the village of Jaskici on or about 14 June 1992.
(5) The killing of a number of people in the village of Biscani and surrounding areas during July 1992.
(6) The killing of a number of people in the village of Carakovo and surrounding areas during July 1992.
(7) The killing of a number of people in the village of Brisevo on or about 24 July 1992.

(8) The killing of a number of men at the Ljubija football stadium on or about 25 July 1992.
(9) The killing of a number of men in the Ljubija iron ore mine area (also known as "Redak" or "Kipe") on or about 25 July
1992.
Camps
45. Military and civilian camps and detention facilities were established in Prijedor Municipality by the Bosnian Serb authorities. Following
the attacks in the Municipality, Bosnian Serb forces rounded up hundreds of Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat non-combatants and forced
them to march to assembly points, for transfer to the camps and detention facilities where they were interned. The conditions in these camps
and detention facilities were often brutal and inhumane.
46. These camps and detention facilities, staffed and operated by military and police personnel under the direction of Crisis Staff and the
VRS, included:
(1) Prijedor JNA Barracks
(2) Keraterm camp
(3) Miska Glava Community Centre
(4) Omarska camp
(5) SUP Building, Prijedor
(6) Trnopolje camp.
47. The killing by Bosnian Serb forces of Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat non-combatants in the camps and detention facilities, or
subsequent to their removal therefrom, included:
(1) The killing of a number of people at military barracks at Benkovac in late May 1992.
(2) The killing by machine gun fire of between 100 and 150 men from the "Brdo" region detained in "Room 3" of the
Keraterm camp on or about 24 July 1992.
(3) On or about a day after the "Room 3" killing, the killing of approximately 20 men at Keraterm camp.
(4) The killing of approximately 100 prisoners in late July 1992 at Omarska camp following cleansing of the "Brdo" area.
(5) The killing of approximately 50 men and women taken on a bus from Omarska camp in late July 1992, at least some of
whose remains were exhumed from Jama Lisac (Bosanska Krupa Municipality).
(6) The killing of approximately 120 men taken on two buses from the Keraterm and Omarska camps on or about 5 August
1992, at least some of whose remains were exhumed from Hrastova Glavica (Sanski Most Municipality).
(7) The killing of a number of men immediately outside Manjaca camp after their transport from Omarska camp on or about
6 August 1992.
(8) The killing, near the Koricanske stijene in the Vlasic mountain area, of approximately 200 men travelling on a convoy
which originated, in part, from Trnopolje camp on or about 21 August 1992.
(9) The killing of a number of people at Omarska camp between approximately 27 May and approximately 21 August 1992.
(10) The killing of a number of people at Keraterm camp between 24 May and 5 August 1992.
(11) The killing of a number of people in Trnopolje camp between approximately 25 May and approximately 30 September
1992.
Causing Serious Bodily Or Mental Harm
48. In the camps and detention facilities, Bosnian Serb forces and others who were given access to the camps, subjected non-combatant
Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat detainees from the municipalities to physical and mental abuse including torture, beatings with
weapons, sexual assaults and the witnessing of inhumane acts, including murder, causing them serious bodily or mental harm. As a result of
these inhumane acts, during the period from 30 April 1992 to 30 September 1992, a large number of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats

died in these detention facilities.
49. The infliction of serious bodily or mental harm on numerous Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats included:
(1) Between May 1992 and September 1992, thousands of Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat non-combatants were
detained by the police and military forces (both regular and irregular) at Omarska Camp, Keraterm Camp, Trnopolje Camp,
the Miska Glava Community Centre, the Ljubija Football Stadium, the Prijedor SUP and Prijedor JNA barracks.
(2) At the Omarska Camp detainees were beaten on arrival at the camp and beaten and tortured both routinely and during
interrogation with electric cables, rifle butts, police batons and wooden clubs. Beatings occurred during the day and at
night. Detainees were humiliated and tortured. Prominent and educated Bosnian Muslims were subjected to severe beatings
and humiliation. In some cases the beatings were so severe as to result in serious injury, permanent disfigurement and
death. Beatings and humiliation were often administered in front of other detainees. Female detainees were raped and
sexually assaulted.
(3) At the Keraterm Camp detainees were beaten on arrival at the camp and during interrogations and while they waited to
receive food. Beatings were carried out with wooden clubs, baseball bats, electric cables, police batons and rifle butts.
Beatings occurred during the day and at night. Detainees were humiliated and tortured. Certain detainees were singled out
for particularly harsh treatment. In some cases the beatings were so severe as to result in serious injury, permanent
disfigurement and death. Beatings and humiliation were often administered in front of other detainees. Female detainees
were raped.
(4) At the Trnopolje Camp detainees were predominantly women, children and the elderly. However, younger men were
also detained. Male detainees were interrogated and beaten. Detainees were beaten in front of other detainees. Female
detainees were raped.
(5) In Omarska, Keraterm and Trnopolje detention camps, non-camp personnel were given access to the camp. These noncamp personnel also beat and humiliated the detainees.
(6) At Miska Glava community centre and the Ljubija Football stadium over a hundred Bosnian Muslim men were beaten
with axes, knives, police batons and rifle butts. Many detainees died as a result of the beatings and the detainees remaining
alive were forced to load the dead on to transport.
(7) At the Prijedor SUP and JNA Barracks predominantly prominent members of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat
communities were interrogated and beaten and tortured.
Conditions Calculated To Bring About Physical Destruction
50. The brutal and inhumane conditions in the camps and detention facilities included inadequate food, polluted water, insufficient or nonexistent medical care, and unhygienic and cramped conditions.
51. By his involvement in these acts or omissions Milomir STAKIC committed:
Count 1: GENOCIDE, punishable under Articles 4(3)(a), and 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal;
OR, alternatively,
Count 2: COMPLICITY IN GENOCIDE, punishable under Articles 4(3)(e), and 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of the
Tribunal.
AND/OR
Count 3: Murder, a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, punishable under Articles 5(a), and 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of
the Tribunal; and,
Count 4: Extermination, a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, punishable under Articles 5(b), and 7(1) and 7(3) of the
Statute of the Tribunal; and,
Count 5: Murder, a VIOLATION OF THE LAWS OR CUSTOMS OF WAR, as recognised by Article 3(1)(a) of the
Geneva Conventions of 1949, punishable under Articles 3, and 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal.
COUNT 6
(Persecutions)
52. The Prosecutor re-alleges and reincorporates by reference paragraphs 23-50 supra and paragraphs 57-58 infra in Count 6.

53. Between about 30 April 1992 and 30 September 1992, Milomir STAKIC acting individually or in concert with others in the Bosnian
Serb leadership, planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted the planning, preparation or execution of
persecutions on political, racial or religious grounds of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat population in Prijedor Municipality.
54. The above planning, preparation or execution of persecutions included:
(1) The killing of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats by Bosnian Serb forces (including units of the 5th Corps/1st Krajina
Corps) in villages and non-Serb areas, in detention camps and other detention facilities;
(2) Torture, physical violence, rapes and sexual assaults, constant humiliation and degradation of Bosnian Muslims and
Bosnian Croats;
(3) (a) Destruction, wilful damage and looting of residential and commercial properties in the parts of towns, villages and
other areas in Prijedor Municipality inhabited predominantly by a Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat population, including:
(i) Town of Prijedor
(ii) Brisevo
(iii) Kamicani
(iv) Carakovo
(v) Kozarac
(vi) Kozarusa
(vii) Biscani
(viii) Hambarine
(ix) Rakovcani
(x) Rizvanovici
(xi) Donja and Gornja Ravska
(xii) Kevljani
(xiii) Other Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat hamlets and areas attached to these
villages;
(b) the destruction of, or wilful damage to, Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat religious and cultural
buildings including:
(i) the mosque in Donja Ljubija in May 1992;
(ii) the mosque in Hambarine on or about 24 May 1992;
(iii) the mosque in Kozarusa in late May 1992;
(iv) the "Carsijska" or town mosque in Prijedor on or about 30 May 1992;
(v) the "Mutnik" mosque in Kozarac in late May or early June 1992;
(vi) the mosque in the Stari Grad section of Prijedor between 30 May and 20 June 1992;
(vii) the mosque in Kamicani in June 1992;
(viii) the mosque in Biscani on or about 20 July 1992;
(ix) the Catholic church in Brisevo on or about 29 July 1992;

(x) the Catholic church in Prijedor on or about 28 August 1992;
(xi) the mosque in Puharska section of Prijedor on or about 28 August 1992.
During and after the attacks in the municipality, Bosnian Serb forces systematically destroyed or damaged Bosnian Muslim
and Bosnian Croat towns, villages and other non-Serb areas, and property, including homes, businesses and Muslim and
Roman Catholic sacred sites listed above. Buildings were shelled, torched or dynamited. Residential and commercial
property was looted before the damage or destruction;
(4) the deportation or forcible transfer of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats from Prijedor Municipality to areas under
the control of the legitimate government of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Travnik) and to Croatia (Karlovac). From late May
1992, the organised forcible transfer of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat population began. The forced transfers and
deportations were organised by the Bosnian Serb police forces and other Bosnian Serb municipal organs acting at the
direction of the Crisis Staffs. In many cases, non-Serbs were required to sign documents stating that they were relinquishing
all of their property to the Bosnian Serb republic in order for the Bosnian Serb authorities to allow them to leave or to
release them from detention facilities;
(5) the denial of fundamental rights to Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats, including the right to employment, freedom of
movement, right to proper judicial process, or right to proper medical care.
55. By his involvement in these acts or omissions Milomir STAKIC committed:
Count 6: Persecutions, a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, punishable under Articles 5(h), 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of
the Tribunal.
COUNTS 7 and 8
(Deportation, Inhumane Acts)
56. The Prosecutor re-alleges and reincorporates by reference paragraphs 23-38 and 53-54 supra in Counts 7 and 8.
57. Between about 30 April 1992 and 30 September 1992, Milomir STAKIC acting individually or with others in the Bosnian Serb
leadership, planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted the planning, preparation, or execution of a campaign
designed to eliminate the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat population from Prijedor Municipality.
58. The execution of the above campaign included deportation or forcible transfer of a large proportion of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian
Croat population, from areas within Prijedor Municipality, to areas under the control of the legitimate government of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (Travnik) and to Croatia (Karlovac). From late May, the organised forcible transfer of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat
population began. The forced transfers and deportations were organised by the Bosnian Serb police forces and other Bosnian Serb municipal
organs acting at the direction of the Crisis Staffs. In many cases, non-Serbs were required to sign documents stating that they were
relinquishing all of their property to the Bosnian Serb republic in order to obtain permission to leave or to obtain their release from detention
facilities.
59. By his involvement in these acts or omissions Milomir STAKIC committed:
Count 7: Deportation, a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, punishable under Articles 5(d), 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of
the Tribunal.
Count 8: Inhumane Acts (forcible transfer), a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY, punishable under Articles 5(i), 7(1) and 7
(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal.

____________________
Graham Blewitt
Deputy Prosecutor
Dated this tenth day of April 2002
At The Hague, The Netherlands

ANNEX TO FOURTH AMENDED INDICTMENT
Known Victims of Killings Listed in Paragraphs 44 and 47
Indictment Paragraph Place of Crime

Time of Crime

Names of Known Victims

44 (1) -A number of
people killed in:

Kozarac and the
surrounding areas

Between May and June BAHONJIC Nihad, BEGOVIC Ibrahim, BESIC Mustafa,
92
BESIC Salih, BESIC Salih's wife, BESIC Vasif, BLAZEVIC
Adem, DZONLAGIC Fehim, ELEZOVIC Edhem and about
19 others, ELEZOVIC Edhem's one son, ELEZOVIC Edhem's
other son, ELEZOVIC Halil, ELEZOVIC Halil's, younger
brother, fnu, ELEZOVIC Hasim, ELKASOVIC Osme,
ELKASOVIC Sakib, FAZLIC Beg, FORIC Hanifa, FORIC
Hanifa's daughter in law, FORIC Hanifa's younger son,
GARIBOVIC Atif, GARIBOVIC Husein, GARIBOVIC Mina,
GARIBOVIC Serifa, HADZIC Halid, HODZIC Fikret and
about 19 unnamed others, HUSKIC Edhem, HUSKIC Enver,
HUSKIC Sero, HUSKIC Suhra, JASKIC Abas, JASKIC Nijas,
JAVOR Alija, KENJAR Family's Six members, KENJAR
Munib, KOSURAN Asim, KRAJINA Hamed, KRAJINA
Hamed's wife, Lnu "Seki" fnu, son of Fadil, LNU Tale,
MEDUNJANIN Aris, MUJAGIC Esad, PIDIC Ibrahim,
POLJAK Ibro, SAHURIC Adem's daughter, SAHURIC
Adem's wife, SENADIN Sasa, SOFTIC Hamet, VELIC Mesud
and 7 others unnamed victims, VELIC Mustafa
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

44 (2)- A number of
people killed in:

Mehmed Sahoric's house About 26 May 92
in Kamicani

FORIC Jusuf, FORIC Lutvija, FORIC Tofik, JAKUPOVIC
fnu, MUJKANOVIC Dzamila, MUJKANOVIC fnu,
SAHORIC Mehmed, SAHORIC Serifa
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

44 (3) - A number of
people killed in:

Hambarine

From May through
July 92

CAUSEVIC fnu, EJUPOVIC Dzemal, HABIBOVIC "Dita",
HABIBOVIC Almir, LNU Hasnija, LNU Mevla, MEDIC
Hasan, MUHIC Meho, MUJADZIC Meho, MUJADZIC Mujo,
MUJADZIC Ramiz
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

44 (4) - A number of
men killed in:

Jaskici

On or about 14 June

Abas JASKIC, Nijas JASKIC, Sakib ELKASEVIC, Osme
ELKASEVIC, Alija JAVOR
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

44 (5) - A number of
men killed in:

Biscani

Jul-92

ALAGIC (son of Jusuf) fnu, ALISIC fnu, AVDIC "Eka" fnu,
AVDIC Muhamed, DEDIC fnu, son of Rifat, DEDIC fnu, the
other son of Rifet, DEDIC Rifet, DURATOVIC Seno,
DURATOVIC Dula, DURATOVIC Esef, DURATOVIC fnu
nicknamed, "Bita" or "Mita", DURATOVIC Hazim,
DURATOVIC Husnija, DURATOVIC Ismet (NOT son of
Husnija, father of Zlatan), DURATOVIC Ismet (SON of
Husnija), DURATOVIC Mehmed, DURATOVIC Zlatan,
DURATOVIC Zemira, DZOLIC Besim, EJUPOVIC Irfan,
EJUPOVIC Nedzad, HEGIC Hadzalija, HEGIC Hasan,
HEGIC Husein, HEGIC Ismet, HEGIC Mujo and six members
of his family, HEGIC Salih, KADIC Abdulah, KADIC Amir,
KADIC Bego, KADIC Faruk, KADIC Ferid, KADIC
Hamzalija, KADIC Huse, KADIC Isak, KADIC Meho,
KADIC Mirzet, KADIC Mujaga, KADIC Mujo, KADIC Sead,
KADIC Sejad, KADIC Sulejman, KADIRIC "Peka" fnu,
KADIRIC "Zuti", KADIRIC Emdzad, KADIRIC Emsud,
KADIRIC Enes, KADIRIC Hase, KADIRIC Husein,
KADIRIC Mirsad, KADIRIC Omer, KADIRIC Caban,
KADIRIC Safet, KADIRIC Serif, KARAGIC Dervis,
KARAGIC Fikret, KARAGIC fnu, KARAGIC Hamzo,

KARAGIC Munib
KARAGIC Salih, KARAGIC Salko, KARAGIC Samir,
KARAGIC Saud, KARAGIC Sefik, KARAGIC Seno and his
two sons whose first names are not known, KARAGIC Sasa,
KARAGIC Suad, KARAGIC Uzeir, KEKIC Halid, KEKIC
Nurija, KEKIC Sabahudin, LNU Admir (from Hambarine),
MEDIC Mirsad, MRKALJ Elvedin, MRKALJ Emsud,
MRKALJ fnu (son of Nijaz and brother of Eniz ), MRKALJ
fnu (the other son of Nijaz and brother of Eniz), MRKALJ
Halid, MRKALJ Hamdija, MRKALJ Ifet, MRKALJ Isak,
MRKALJ Kasim, MRKALJ Latif, MRKALJ Mirhad,
MRKALJ Smajil, PORCIC Sead, CABANOVIC Ferid,
CABANOVIS Izet, CABANOVIS Jasmin, CVRAKA
Muharem, TREPIC Husein, VOJNIKOVI Elvir, HADZIC
Muhamed, HADZIC Husnija, PELAK Muharem.
DURATOVIC Ekrem, DURATOVIC Mithet, DURATOVIC
Zlatan, KADIC Enes, KADIC Hajdar, KADIRIC Agan,
KADIRIC Avdo, KADIRIC Avdo, KADIRIC Emdzad,
KADIRIC Ermin, KADIRIC Mirsad, KADIRIC Nihad,
KADIRIC Rasid, KADIRIC Rasim, KADIRIC Salih,
KADIRIC Samir, KARAGIC Hamzo, KARAGIC Ifet,
KARAGIC Samir, KEKIC Emsud, RIZVANOVIC Hasan,
RIZVANOVIC Haso.
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.
44 (6) - A number of
people killed in:

Carakovo and surrounding Jul-92
areas

DENANOVIC Azema, DENANOVIC Vejsil, DIZDAREVIC
Nazif, HOPOVAC Adem, HOPOVAC fnu, HOPOVAC fnu,
HOPOVAC Hamdija, HOPOVAC Huse, HOPOVAC
Mahmut's sister, HOPOVAC Mahmut's sister's daughter,
HOPOVAC Suad, KARUPOVIC Fehim, MALOVCIC fnu,
MUSIC Badema, REDZIC Asim, REDZIC Esef, REDZIC
Naila, REDZIC Namir, REDZIC Nizad, REDZIC Rubija,
REDZIC Sabahudin, REDZIC Vahid, SALIHOVIC Huse,
SIJECIC Ermin, SIJECIC Husein, SIJECIC Jasmin,
SIMBEGOVIC Hasib. About 30 men whose names are not
known. Eight members of Hopovac families.
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

44 (7) - A number of
people killed in:

Brisevo

On or about 24 July

ATLIJA Ile, ATLIJA Ilija, ATLIJA Joso, BUJADILO
Mrakica, BUZUK Ivica, BUZUK Marija, BUZUK Marko,
BUZUK Mato. BUZUK Mato's wife, BUZUK Milan, BUZUK
Morga, BUZUK Sreco, BUZUK Vlado, BUZUK Vlatko,
DIMAC Pejo, DIMAC Pero, DIMAC Stipo, DOSEN Luka,
IVANDIC "Bato", IVANDIC Danica, IVANDIC fnu,
IVANDIC Jerko, IVANDIC Lucija, IVANDIC Mara,
IVANDIC Milan, IVANDIC Pejo, IVANDIC Sreco,
IVANDIC Stipo, JAKARA Jozo, JURIJEVIC, Marian,
KOMLJANOVIC Luka, KOMLJANOVIC Luka's wife,
KOMLJANOVIC, Ante, KOMLJANOVIC Ante's wife,
KOMLJANOVIC Ivo, LNU Andja "Pranincia", LOVRIC
Ante, LOVRIC Ivo, LOVRIC Jozo, MARIJAN Juro "Prano",
MARIJAN Juro's wife, MARIJAN Milka, MATANOVIC Ante
and his two sons whose first names are not known,
MATANOVIC Fabo, MATANOVIC Predrag, MLINAR Ivica,
MLINAR Luka, MLINAR Mara, MUSTANICA Ante,
MUSTANICA Ervin, MUSTANICA Fabian, MUSTANICA
Goran, MUSTANICA Johan, MUSTANICA Mladen

MUSTANICA Predrag, MUSTANICA Zdravko,
MUSTANICA Zoran. Five detained civilians whose names are
not known. Eight young men whose names are not known.
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.
44 (8) - A number of
men killed in:

Ljubija Football Stadium On or about 25 July

DURATOVIC Said, NASIC Irfan, PETROVAC Muharem.
HAMULIC Ismet, KADIRIC Necko, DURATOVIC Fikret,
KARAGIC Mustafa, KRKIC Sasa, KRKIC Peno,
DURATOVIC Ermin
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

44 (9) - A number of
men killed

Ljubija Iron Ore Mine (at On or about 25 July
Redak or Kipe)

Bodies of approximately 200 Muslim men seen at the site . The
following are known to have been among those who were
killed at the site: EJUPOVIC Sakib, FIKIC Reuf, KARAGIC
Ferid, LNU "Bijeli" Ferid, MEDIC Rasid.
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

47 (1) - A number of
men killed in:

Military Barracks at
Benkovac

Late May 92

Total number of persons killed -- about 30. These included
four persons with the family name MAHMULJIN whose first
names not not known. ALIC fnu (son of Meho), HRUSTIC
Salid, MEHANOVIC Senad
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

47 (2) - Between 100150 men killed:

Room 3 at Keraterm camp 24-25 July 92

ALISKOVIC Fikret, ALISKOVIC Halid, ALISKOVIC Ifet,
ALISKOVIC Izet, ALISKOVIC Jasmin, ALISKOVIC Jusuf,
ALISKOVIC Mesud, ALISKOVIC Nedzad, ALISKOVIC
Sejad, ALISKOVIC Senad, ALISKOVIC Vahid, ALISKOVIC
Nazmija, ALISKOVIC Velid, AVDIC Nihad, AVDIC Asim,
AVDIC Bego, AVDIC Damir, AVDIC Fahrudin, AVDIC
Ismet, AVDIC Mehmed, AVDIC Rizad, AVDIC Samir,
AVDIC Sejfo, AVDIC Suad, AVDIC Zinad, BEGOVIC
Muharem, BEGOVIC Nazmija, BEHLIC Behzad,
BILALOVIC Dzevad, BILALOVIC Ismet, BILALOVIC
Mehmed, BILALOVIC Saban, CRLJENKOVIC Dervis,
CRLJENKOVIC Emir, CRLJENKOVIC, Hasan,
CRLJENKOVIC, Mirsad, CRLJENKOVIC Nurija,
CRLJENKOVIC Nurija, CRLJENKOVIC Ramo,
CRLJENKOVIC Safet, CRLJENKOVIC Salko,
CRLJENKOVIC Senad, CRLJENKOVIC Sukrija,
CAUSEVIC Cazim, CAUSEVIC Enver, CAUSEVIC Jasim,
CAUSEVIC Midhet, CAUSEVIC Mirhad, CAUSEVIC Nihad,
CAUSEVIC Mirzet, CAUSEVIC Samed, CAUSEVIC Saud,
DURATOVIC Asmir, DURATOVIC Beco, DURATOVIC
Dervis, DURATOVIC Emin, DURATOVIC Hasib,
DURATOVIC Husnija, DURATOVIC Ismet, DURATOVIC
Kasim, DURATOVIC Muhamed, DURATOVIC Nihad,
DURATOVIC Ramo, DURATOVIC Salih, DURATOVIC
Sead, DURATOVIC Senad,
DURATOVIC Mirhad, DZAMASTAGIC Damir,
DZAMASTAGIC Dervis, DZAMASTAGIC Ermin,
DZAMASTAGIC Ferid, DZAMASTAGIC Hasan,
DZAMASTAGIC Hasir, DZAMASTAGIC Ifet,
DZAMASTAGIC Nijaz, DZAMASTAGIC Said,
DZAMASTAGIC Samir, DZAMASTAGIC Sulejman,
EJUPOVIC Dzevad, EJUPOVIC Iris, FAZLIC Adem,
FAZLIC Besim, FAZLIC Demo, FAZLIC Dzafer, FAZLIC

Emsud, FAZLIC Fadil, FAZLIC Fudo, FAZLIC Ismet,
FAZLIC Kasim, FAZLIC Kemo, FAZLIC Mustafa, FAZLIC
Nihad, FAZLIC Sead, FIKIC Husein, FIKIC Refik,
HABIBOVIC Senad, HABIBOVIC Muharem, HAMULIC
Fadil, HAMULIC Razim, HODZIC Izet, HODZIC Mirsad,
HODZIC Mustafa, HODZIC Serif, JUJIC Sulejman, KADIC
Hajder, KADIRIC Mirhet, KARAGIC Sulejman,
KARAHODZIC Husein, KARDUMOVIC Asmir,
KARDUMOVIC Mehmedalija, KARDUMOVIC Sakib,
KARDUMOVIC Samir, MEDIC "Dzole", MEDIC Fikret,
MUHIC Camil, MUHIC Dursum, MUHIC Ismet, MUJADZIC
Asim, MUJADZIC Cazim, MUJADZIC Dzemo, MUJADZIC
Hasan, MUJADZIC Kasim, MUJADZIC Kemal, MUJADZIC
Rasim, NASIC Dijaz, NASIC Emsud, NASIC Mehmed,
NASIC Nijaz, NOVKINIC Rahim, PETROVAC Elvis,
RAMCEVSKI, Rifet, RAMCINOVIC Sulejman, RAMOLIC
Mustafa, RAMOLIC Nedzad, RAMOLIC Samir,
REKANOVIC Smajil, RIZVANOVIC Mesud, SADIC Amir,
SELIMOVIC Bajazid, SELIMOVIC Fuad, SELIMOVIC
Nedzad, SELIMOVIC Nihad, SELIMOVIC Said,
SELIMOVIC Sejad, SELIMOVIC Velid, SIKIRIC Ferid aka
"Eka", SIKIRIC Mehmedalija, SIKIRIC Muharem, SIKIRIC
Smajil, SIVAC Muharem, ZERIC "Ika", ZERIC Ismet, ZERIC
Saud, ZERIC Sead, ZERIC Suad, LNU "Kiba" -- The victims
included other persons whose identities at this time are either
not known to or cannot be confirmed by the Prosecution.
47 (3) - Approximately Kerarterm camp
20 men killed:

Late July 92

Approximately 20 prisoners from the Brdo region detained in
Room 3 including but not restricted to BAJIC Ismet, BEHLIC
Behzad, a person known as SOLAJA, KARUPOVIC Mesud,
KARUPOVIC Ismet, HOPOVAC Azir, MUSIC Serbo, three
brothers named ZERIC and HABIBOVIC Adim

47 (4) - Approximately Omarska camp
100 prisoners killed

Late July 92 following Approximately 100 prisoners whose identities are either not
cleansing of Brdo area known to the Office of the Prosecutor or cannot be confirmed
at this time.

47 (5) - Approximately Taken from Omarska
50 men and women
camp on a bus. Remains
killed:
of at least some of them
exhumed from Jama
Lisac, Bosanska Krupa
Municipality

Late July 92

ALIC Bahrija, ALIC Besim, ALIC Meho, ALIC Muhamed,
ALIC Mustafa, ALIC Smail, ALIC Zijad, ALIC Zilhad,
BALIC Fadil, BALIC Mahmud, DAUTOVIC Edna, DIHIC
Fahrudin, DIHIC Sabit, ELKAZ Mehmed, FORIC Adem,
FORIC Emir, FORIC Faud, FORIC Hajro, FORIC Mehmed,
FORIC Mehmed, FORIC Munib, FORIC Said, FORIC Semir,
HRUSTIC Dzevad, JASKIC Fikret, JAVOR Bahrija, KESIC
Fahrudin, MEDUNJANIN Sadeta, RUSTIC Mahmud,
TERSIC Mirsad, VELIC Meho, VELIC Miralem
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

47 (6) - Approximately Taken from Keraterm and On or about 05 August,
120 men killed:
Omarska camp. Remains 92
of at least some them
exhumed from Jama
Hrastova Glavica, Sanski
Most Municipality

ALIBEGOVIC Alija, ALIHODZIC Alija, ALISKOVIC Halid,
AVDIC fnu, AVDIC Ismet, AVDIC Senad, BEHLIC Adem,
BEHLIC Amir, BEHLIC Hasan, BEHLIC Hasib, BEHLIC
Husein, BRDAR Adem, BRDAR Ibrahim, BRDAR Smail,
BRKIC Hamdija, BRKIC Nedzad, BRKIC Suljo, CIKOTIC
fnu, DIZDAREVIC Ibrahim, DIZDAREVIC Mustafa,
DURATOVIC Husein, DURATOVIC Mirsad, ELKAZOVIC
Mehmed, FERIZOVIC Emin, FERIZOVIC Nerhin,
GAVARANOVIC Anto, HOPOVAC Fiket, HOPOVAC
Hamed, HOPOVAC Mesud, HOPOVAC Miralem,
HOPOVAC Rejhan, HUJIC Bajro, HUJIC Huskan,
ISLAMOVIC Esad, KADIC Ermin, KARUOVIC Samet,
KARUPOVIC Adem (son of Bajro), KARUPOVIC Adem (son
of Mujo), KARUPOVIC Osman, KARUPOVIC Redzep,
KARUPOVIC Samed, KLJAJIC Samir, KLJAJIC Tofik, LNU
Samir, MATANOVIC Juro, MESIC Meho, MUJADZIC
Ramo, MUJADZIC Sead, MUJADZIC fnu, MUJKANOVIC
Mirsad, MULALIC Hasan, MUSIC fnu, MUSIC Faruk,
MUSIC Ibrahim, MUSIC Mujo, MUSIC Rasim, MUSIC
Samir, MUSIC Senad, PASIC Mujo, PELAK Refik,

SADIKOVIC Esad, SEHIC Mirhad, SIJECIC Enver, SIJECIC
Mito, SIJECIC Mujo, SIJECIC Sabit, SIJECIC Salko,
SVRAKA Mustafa, ZUKANOVIC, Emsud, ZUKANOVIC
Muste, ZUKANOVIC Sabid
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.
47 (7) - A number of
men killed:

Immediately outside
Manjaca Camp

On or about 06 August, BABIC Sead, BASIC Nihad, CRNALIC Dedo, JAKUPOVIC
92 immediately during Kemal, KRAK Nezir, TOKMADZIC Zvonko
their transport from
Omarska camp
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

47 (8) - Execution of
Who were travelling on a On or about 21 August ALISIC Edin, BLAZEVIC Eso, BLAZEVIC Sero, EGIC
approximately 200 men: convoy, near Koricanske 92
Mersud, FAZLIC Jasim, HANKIC Husejn, HIRKIC Ismet,
Stijene, VLASIC
HIRKIC Rifet, HOROZOVIC Emsud, HOROZOVIC FNU,
JUFAGIC Senad, KADIRIC fnu, KAHRIMANOVIC Huzeir,
MOROANOVIC Samir, MRKALJ Himzo, MURACEHAJIC
Fuad, MURACEHAJIC Fudo, MURACEHAJIC Idriz,
MURACEHAJIC Meho, SIVAC fnu, SIVAC fnu
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.
47 (9) - A number of
people killed:

Omarska camp

Approximately
between 27 May-21
August

AVDIC fnu, BAHONJIC Islam, BALIC Hamdija, BARISIC
Jozo, BARISIC Valdo, BARISIC Vladimir, BEHADZIC Alija,
BESIREVIC Mugbila, BESIREVIC Zlatan, BILETIC Ilija,
BURAZEROVIC Muhamed, CAMIL Pezo, CEHAJIC
Muhamed, CERIC Amer, CERIC, fnu, CRNALIC a.k.a.
“Caruga” fnu, CRNALIC Asmir a.k.a. "Vica", CRNALIC
Mustaf aka Mujo, CRNALIC Zijad, CRNKIC Esef, CRNKIC
Husein, DAUTOVIC Edvin, DEDIC Ahil, Dr. BEGIC Enez,
DROBIC Ilijaz, EJUPOVIC Ismet, EJUPOVIC Fadil,
EKINOVIC Adnan, EKINOVIC Omer, FIKIC Said,
GARIBOVIC Dervis, GARIBOVIC Dzemal, GARIBOVIC
Dzevad, GARIBOVIC Enes, GARIBOVIC Ferid,
GARIBOVIC Hamdo, GARIBOVIC Hasan, GARIBOVIC
Hasib, GARIBOVIC Hilmija, GARIBOVIC Irfan,
GARIBOVIC Senad, GARIBOVIC Suad, GARIBOVIC
Sulejman, Tahir GARIBOVIC, HADZALIC Rizah, HADZIC
Hajra, HARAMBASIC Fikret, HODZIC Ismet, HRNIC Daljia,
HRNIC Jasmin, JAKUPOVIC Azur, JAKUPOVIC Idriz,
JAKUPOVIC Iljaz, JAKUPOVIC Mirsad
KAPETANOVIC Asaf, KAPETANOVIC Burho,
KAPETANOVIC Mehmedalija, KARABASIC Emir,
KARAGIC Emir, KARDUM Gordan, KAHRIMANOVIC
Muharem, KOMSIC Aco, LNU Aziz, LNU Dr. Meho LNU,
Dr Ibro, LNU Islam, LNU,Mahmut, MAHMULJIN Osman,
MAHMULJIN Velida, MAHMULJIN Zijad, MAHMUTOVIC
Meho, MEDUNJANIN Becir, MEHMEDAGIC Esad, MESIC
fnu, MLINAR Slavko, MUJKANOVIC Fajzo, MUJAKIC
Fikret, MUJAKIC Fikret, MUJADZIC Fikret, MUJKANOVIC
Abdulah, MUJKANOVIC Kadir, MUJKANOVIC Senad,
MUJKANOVIC Kadir, MUSIC Ilijaz, NASIC fnu, NASIC
Mehmedalija, OKANOVIC Ibahim, PASIC Jusuf, PAVIC
Zeljko, PUSKAR Abdulah, RAMADANOVIC Safet, RAMIC
Hankin, SARAJLIC Mehmedalia, SARIC Silvijo, SERIC
"DZEVAN", SERIC Nedzad, SIKURA Zeljko, Dr., SIVAC
Sefik, SOLAJA Ljubomir, SOLAJA Miroslav, SULJIC fnu,
TADZIC Huse, TADZIC Mustafa, TURSIC Mehmed, ZGOG
Bajram, ZULJANOVIC Rufad
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the

Prosecution.
47 (10) - A number of
people killed:

Keraterm Camp

Between 24 May-05
August

AVDIC Fikret, BAHONJIC Emsud, CAUSEVIC Zehro,
DIZDAREVIC fnu, HERGIC Besim, IBRAHIMI Jasmin,
JUSUFOVIC "Car" Sead, KRUPIC Fehim, MESIC Dzemal,
MESIC Safet, MUSIC Fatusk, MUSIC Samir, PADAN Fajko,
RADOCAJ Jovo, SIJECIC Sabid, TOKMADZIC Drago
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

47 (11) A number of
people killed:

Trnopolje camp

Approximately
between 25 May-30
Sep 92

GUTIC Nijaz, KARDUMOVIC fnu, KARDUMOVIC fnu,
KEKIC Sulejman, MUJKANOVIC fnu, MUJKANOVIC
Rasim, MURGIC Ante, MURGIC Zoran, SAHBAZ fnu,
TALIC Teofik. Six members of FORIC families whose first
names are not known.
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

18 - A number of nonSerbs killed in:

Prijedor Town

Late May / Early June KULJENOVIC Hitko, EKINOVIC Fuad, GROZDANIC
Muharem, JAKUPOVIC Hilmija, HABIBOVIC Fikret and his
wife Kifa.
The victims included other persons whose identities at this
time are either not known to or cannot be confirmed by the
Prosecution.

